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1 This conference paper publishes a small,  previously undocumented tell  site situated
approximately 6 km south of Susa. The mound, named Tappeh Konar by the authors,
has been extensively damaged by agricultural activities and today it covers an area of
1250 m2 and rises no more than 2 m above the surrounding plain. Small test pits on its
surface  yielded  reddish  bricks  and  Neo-Elamite  II  (ca.  725-520  BCE)  ceramics  with
comparisons at the neighbouring site of Susa (in level I of the Village perse-achéménide
excavated by Roman Ghirshman and levels 7-6 of the Ville Royale II excavated by Pierre
de Miroschedji). The authors add that some of the ceramics could slightly pre-date this
time (perhaps the early 8th century or earlier) based on similarities with assemblages
from  Chogha  Zanbil.  Though  small,  this  site  makes  an  important  addition  to  our
knowledge of settlement in the Susiana plain where the results of past surveys have
pointed  to  a  significant  reduction  in  the  number  of  inhabited  sites  over  the  few
centuries leading up and into to the Persian empire.
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